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ABSTRACT
Cubosomes are novel biocompatible drug delivery system and have honeycombed (cavernous) structures whose diameter size range from 10–500
nm. They appear like dots, which are likely to be spherical structures. Each dot corresponds to the presence of a pore containing aqueous cubic
phase in the lipid water system. Cubosomes posse’s great significance in the field of cosmeceuticals and Pharmaceuticals due to its unique features
and become an attractive choice of vehicle for in vivo drug delivery due to their low cost, safety, efficacy and versatility for controlled release
application and functionalization. Cubosomes have a very simple method of preparation; biodegradability of selected lipids has the capability to
encapsulate hydrophobic and hydrophilic substances. Cubosomes are considered to be versatile systems, and prepared cubosomes can be
administrated by different ways such as oral, percutaneous and parenteral routes. On the whole, cubosomes offer high consequence in nano-based
drug preparations for melanoma (skin cancer) treatment, targeted drug delivery systems and comprise a wide range of applications in many areas
and are characterized by various parameters. Consequently, cubosomes are in progress forward of awareness in the Pharmaceutical division. This
review article mainly focuses on the methods of preparation, advantages, and applications of cubosomes.
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INTRODUCTION
Cubosomes are defined as discrete, sub-micron, nano-structured
particles of bicontinuous cubic liquid crystalline phase. Cubosomes
possess larger surface area and have same micro structure as that
parent cubic phase and the prepared cubosomes dispersions have
much lower viscosity compared with bulk cubic phase. The term
cubosomes first proposed by Larsson, that reflects the cubic
molecular crystallography and similarity to liposomes [1] Selected
lipids, surfactants and polymer molecules have both polar and non
polar components, termed as amphiphilic [2].

Due to its amphiphilic nature molecules progress by the
hydrophobic effect into polar solvent to spontaneously recognize
and unite into a liquid crystal of nanometer scale. Thus, Cubosomes
are bicontinuous cubic liquid phase surrounded by two different
regions of water separated by surfactant controlled bilayers. Further
these are parallel to liquid crystalline substance with cubic
crystallographic symmetry and are visually isotropic, viscous and
solid too. The cubic phase can split and form thermodynamically
stable particulate dispersions [3].

Cubosomes set to have a great significance in nanodrug
formulations. Reported studies shown that cubosomes formulation
have been revealed to be safe in targeted drug delivery mainly in
brain targeting [4] and the prepared cubosomal gels of fluconazole
which resulted in enhanced pay drug load, entrapment efficiency,
enhanced drug permeability compared with conventional gels [5].
One of the reason to select cubosomes as carrier system is that it
posses high physicochemical stability of surfactant and emulsifiers
than that of phospholipids which are used in the preparation of
liposomes. Cubosomes are useful over other drug delivery system
due to their bioavailability improvement of poorly soluble drugs and
enhances skin permeation, by this it reduces the cost of therapy [6,
7]. Surfactant used in cubosomes does not require any special
handling, and storage condition.
Structure of cubosomes

Cubosomes consist of honeycombed (cavernous) structures separating
two internal aqueous channels and a large interfacial area. Self
assembled cubosomes as active drug delivery systems are receiving
much more attention and interest after the first discovery [8, 9].

Fig. 1: Structure of cubosomes
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Cubosomes are nanoparticles whose size ranges from 10–500 nm in
diameter and appear like dots, which are likely to be spherical. Each dot
corresponds to the presence of pore containing aqueous cubic phase in
lipid water system, which was first recognized by Luzzati and Husson
using X-ray scattering technique. According to Fontell and Drew ternary
systems of amphiphiles, oil and water, some monoglycerides will
exhibits cubic phases. Monoglycerides are polar lipids and have poor
water solubility that exhibits aqueous phase behavior, which are
structurally mimicking to nonionic surfactants [10, 11].
Cubosomes are amphiphilic carrier system which has a capability to
encapsulate both hydrophilic and lipophilic drugs. The hydrophilic
drug is encapsulated inside the vesicles whereas the lipophilic drug
is partitioned between the hydrophilic domains. Liposomes are
produced by the self-assembly of phospholipids in aqueous phase to
form bilayer which may be spherical unilamellar or multilamellar
vesicles [12]. Some other phospholipid carriers like liposome may
undergo some problems like degradation by hydrolysis in aqueous
solution, sedimentation and aggregation on storage and cannot
sterilize for clinical use. Still, chemical instability like oxidation of
phospholipids was not avoided [13]. These pave the way to the
discovery of non-ionic surfactant vesicles known as cubosomes [14].

Lipids have been widely used as main constituents in various drug
delivery systems [15], like in formulations of liposomes, solid lipid
nanoparticles, nanostructured lipid carriers, and lipid-based
lyotropic liquid crystals [16]. Among them, lipid-based lyotropic
liquid crystals have highly ordered, thermodynamically stable
internal nanostructure, thereby offering the potential as a sustained
drug release matrix. The intricate nanostructures of the cubic phase
have been shown to provide diffusion controlled release of active
pharmaceutical ingredients with a wide range of molecular weights
and polarities. In addition, the biodegradable and biocompatible
nature of lipids demonstrates the minimum toxicity and thus they
are used for various routes of administration
The inimitable microstructure of cubosomes confers some desirable
characteristics as far as controlled release is concerned. Firstly, the
drugs of varying polarities and sizes can be entrapped in the cubic
phases [17]. Because of the dual polar/nonpolar nature of the cubic
phase, hydrophilic drugs are trapped in the aqueous channels while
their hydrophobic counterparts will partition into the lipid bilayer
compartment which will be the rate limiting step [18, 19]. Secondly,
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the unique microstructure of the cubic phase controls the degree of
drug release. Thus, the drug must diffuse from the three dimensional
network in which both tortuosity and pore size of the aqueous
nanochannels contribute to delayed/controlled release. Thirdly, the
cubic mesophases are stable in vitro and may be subjected to
lipolysis which facilitates ultimate dissolution in vivo. Finally, the
cubic phase exhibits a bioadhesive property [20], which makes it
useful for delivery of gastrointestinal, lung, nasal, oral, buccal, rectal
and vaginal drugs [21].

Manufacturing techniques of cubosomes

Dispersion of the nanoparticles produced in the cubosome formation
can be done by several techniques: sonication, high pressure
homogenization, spontaneous emulsification, and spray drying.
Sonication and high-pressure homogenization suggest the formation
of complex dispersions containing vesicles and cubosomes with time
dependent ratios of each particle type [22].
Cubosomes can be manufactured by two distinct methods [23]:
1. Top down Technique

2. Bottom up Technique

In Bottom up technique, cubosome dispersion is formed by dilution
of an isotropic solution, [24] whereas in top down technique powder
cubosome precursors can be achieved [25]. Liquid crystalline
dispersions are prepared by selected techniques like; 1. Cubosomes
from pseudo-binary systems, 2. Cubosomes by nucleation 3. Cubic
liquid crystalline phase in the presence of hydrotropes, 4. Dry
powder precursor [26].
Top down technique

It is the most frequently used procedure initially reported in 1996
by Ljusberg-Wahren [27]. Bulk cubic phase is first produced and by
application of high energy such as high pressure homogenization it
is processed into cubosomes nanoparticles. Bulk cubic phase
resembles a clear rigid gel formed by water-swollen cross-linked
polymer chains. The cubic phases differ in that they are a single
thermodynamic phase and have periodic liquid crystalline structure
[28]. Cubic Phases ruptures in a direction parallel to the shear
direction, the energy required is proportional to the number of
tubular network branches that rupture.

Fig. 2: Top-down technique
Bottom up technique
In this cubosomes are allowed to form or crystallize from
precursors. The bottom-up approach first forms the nanostructure
building blocks and then assembles them into the final material. It is
more recently developed technique of cubosome development,

allowing cubosomes to form and crystallize from precursors on the
molecular scale length. The input factor of this technique is
hydrotrope that can dissolve water insoluble lipids into liquid
precursors. This is a dilution based approach that produces
cubosomes with less energy input when compared to top down
approach [29].

Fig. 3: Bottom up technique
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Advantages of cubosomes [30-33]

Oral drug delivery system [39]

Sustained and targeted release profiles for drugs can be achieved. It
has an ability to entrap both lipophilic and hydrophilic drugs and
consider being thermodynamically stable for longer time, economical,
cost effective procedures. Due to high internal surface area and cubic
crystalline structures, it has high drug loading capacity, it involves
simple preparation methods and lipids used in cubosome preparation
are biocompatible and non-toxic in nature it has good bio adhesive
properties and easily incorporated into product formulations. It acts as
excellent solubilizers and skin permeation enhancers.

Cubosomes deal with the varied challenges in oral delivery of
numerous promising compounds including poor absorption, poor
aqueous solubility, and huge molecular size. In an alternative
application large proteins have been encapsulated for local activity
in the gastrointestinal region. Liquid crystalline nanoparticles based
technology carriers can be combined with controlled release and
targeting functionalities. The particles are deliberate to form in situ
in a controlled rate, which facilitates an effective in vivo distribution
of the drug. Cubosomes technology carriers can also be released at
different absorption sites, for example in the region of upper or
lower intestine, which is essential for the drugs that have narrow
regional absorption window.

Disadvantages of cubosomes [34]

Few disadvantages with cubosomes are its high viscosity nature;
large scale production is sometimes difficult. Low entrapment of
water soluble drugs due to presence of high amounts of water inside
cubosomes and when compared with polymer based drug delivery
cubosomes do not offer controlled drug delivery on their own.

Advantages of cubosomes (Surfactant and phospholipid based
carrier system) in comparison with other delivery systems [35-37]
When compared with other carrier systems cubosome drug delivery
system shows enhanced drug permeation through skin for percutaneous
and transdermal delivery. This platform is considered to helpful in
delivery of large and diverse groups like proteins, peptide molecules. The
toxicological profiles of the phospholipids are well documented in the
scientific Literature noticed low risk profiles. High market attractiveness
for products with proprietary technology. Relatively simple to
manufacture with no complicated technical investments required for
Production of cubosomes. This vesicular system is passive and noninvasive; it is available for immediate commercialization.

Applications

Topical drug delivery systems [38]
Cubic phases have bioadhesive property, so that they can
conveniently use in topical and mucosal depositions and delivery of
diverse drugs. Topical delivery systems are based on the
exploitation of unique properties of liquid crystal (LC) and liquid
crystal nanoparticle (LCNP) technologies. Topical drug delivery
systems are unique in situ forming bioadhesive LC systems facilitate
controlled and effective drug delivery to mucosal surfaces (buccal,
ophthalmic, vaginal and others). This attractive system forms a thin
surface film at mucosal surfaces consisting of a liquid crystal matrix
nanostructure achieving an optimal delivery profile and provides
excellent temporary protection for sore and sensitive skin.

As sustained release behavior [40]

Latest patent activity on cubosome use in personal care product
areas like skin care, hair care, cosmetics, and antiperspirants.
Regardless of recent activity, there remains a lack of the practical
elements like manufacturing scalability and material customization
that is necessary to lead formulators to consider using cubosomes in
commercial products. The cubic phase has been shown to provide a
vehicle for several in vivo delivery routes, including depot,
transdermal, mucoadhesion and ophthalmic. An extensive variety of
drugs with different physicochemical properties have been
incorporated in cubosomes, and their sustained release behavior
was also carried out. Sustained behavior of cubosomes was because
of cubosome remnant particles. Monoglyceride based cubosome
dispersion can be proposed for topical use, such as for perctuneous
or mucosal applications.
Melanoma (cancer) therapy [41]

In recent times few anticancer drugs have been effectively
encapsulated in cubosomes and evaluated Physicochemically. The
distinctive structure of this promising nanocarrier suggests its
application in melanoma therapy. In order to specifically target
nanomedicines to tumors, different ways have been envisaged, with
passive and active targeting of cancer cells having been shown to be
valid approaches in preclinical and clinical studies. Passive targeting
exploits the Pathophysiological properties of the tumour vasculature
which is generally highly disorganised with enlarged gap junctions
between endothelial cells and compromised lymphatic drainage
allowing for the extravasation of nanocarriers with sizes up to
several hundred nanometer ranges. Objects of this size cannot pass
through the tight junctions that exist within the endothelial cell
lining of the vessels of healthy tissues.

Table 1: Comparison between drug alone and drug encapsulated cubosomes
Drug alone
Fail to distinguish normal cells from cancer cells
Less biodistrubution
Low efficacy
Severe toxic side effects

Drug encapsulated in cubosomes
Distinguish normal cells from cancer cells
More biodistrubution
More efficacy
Less side–effects.

Table 2: Different drugs encapsulated in cubosomes to achieve sustain and controlled release [44-50]
S. No.
1
2
3
4

Researcher
Omar et al.
Damani et al.
Engstrom et al.
Nielsen et al.

5

Boyd et al.

7

Sadhale et al.

6

Engstrom et al.

Drug
Clotrimazole
Clindamycin phosphate
Clomethiazole
Indomethacin Isosorbide
mononitrate Lidocainehydrochloride
Diazepam Rifampicin
Griseofulvin Propofol
Gramicidin Insulin
Cefazolin Cefuroxime
Prilocaine

Category
Antifungal
Antibiotics
Psychotropic
NSAIDs Anti-anginal Aural
Preparation

Sedative-hypnotic Bactericidal
antibiotic Antifungal Hypnotic
Topical steroidHypo/Hyper
glycemics
Antibiotics Antibiotics Local
anesthetic

Associated disease
Vagina, mouth, and skin infection
Peritonitis, staphylococcal bone and joint infection
Insomnia
Gout, rheumatoid arthritis Angina pectoris Fungal
infection of external ear

Anxiety, insomnia, seizures Tuberculosis Fungal
infection of skin Procedural sedation.
Corticosteroid sensitive dermatoses Diabetes mellitus

Genito-urinary, respiratory tract infection. Meningitis,
bone and soft tissue infection. In dentistry
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As a drug delivery vehicle [42]
The rapid growth of the life-sciences industry is likely to drive
previously “exotic” delivery vehicles and ingredients into broader
market places, such as personal care and consumer products.
Consequently, self-assembled surfactant phases have been broadly
examined for compatibility with abundant medical active
ingredients and their applications. The number of research in
connection with cosmetic companies like L’Oreal and Nivea are
trying to utilize cubosome particles as oil-in-water emulsion
stabilizers and pollutant absorbents in cosmetics.
Intravenous drug delivery systems [43]

Lipid nanoparticles comprising internal liquid crystal structures of
curved lipid membranes are used to solubilize encapsulate and
transport medications to disease areas within the body. While
emulsions and liposomes have found use as intravenous carriers in
drug products, liquid crystal nanoparticle structures increases
payloads of peptides, proteins and various insoluble small
molecules, and are perfect carriers for injection or infusion of many
actives.
CONCLUSION

Cubosomes are novel surfactant based carrier system which
involves simple preparation methods and has a composition of
simple mixture of biologically compatible lipids and water which are
well suited for the body tissues. Cubosomes offers increased
flexibility for product development and this act as excellent
solubilizers, compared with conventional lipid or non-lipid carriers.
When compared with conventional carrier systems overall,
cubosomes have great potential in drug nanoformulations for
melanoma therapy owing to their potential advantages, including
high drug payloads, high internal surface area and cubic crystalline
structures, relatively simple preparation method, biodegradability of
lipids, the ability of encapsulating hydrophobic, hydrophilic
substances, targeting and controlled release of bioactive agents like
proteins and drugs. Moreover, in many studies it is reported that
drug incorporated cubosomes have utility as a controlled and
sustained release drug carrier.
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